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Provocation Mo. 169 
A Bold New Space Initiative

A bold new initiative in space got a big boost here in Boulder 
this week. Till now, the launching of the orbiting shuttles., with their 
crews, experiments and their surveillance and communications packages, 
has resulted at each launch in scrapping the giant pressurized, external 
fuel tank once its essential task has been done. Each of the tanks  
weiqhs over 26 tons, and has cost about $30 million to build. At current 
launch prices it would cost about $200 million to build and lift such a 
tank to that altitude, its mission to fuel the shuttle launch is 
essential, but it is a shame then to destroy it! Now we hope to save the 
tanks, lift them to stable orbit, and outfit them them as space  
platforms. Moreover we plan to do this a t  little or no ta xp aye r cost.

A noted oceanographer and science writer, Athelstan Spilhaus, once 
write in his colorful weekly science cartoons some words to the effect 
th a t "junk is a resource for which the proper use has not yet been 
found." For THIS junk there is a highly desirable fu ture  use!

The fuel tanks that provide the principal th ru st to space for a 
shuttle launch are gigantic aluminum tanks about the combined size of a  
Boeing 747 jumbo jet. They are outside the shuttle orbiter, and much 
la rge r than it. in space ja rgon  they are labelled "ETs," for External 
Tanks. Their strong walls consist of super-quality , p ressure -proo f  
aluminum about a tenth of an inch thick surm ounted by something over an  
inch of tough brownish plastic insulation. When the shuttle has been 
lofted to over 98% of the way to orbit, the tank is detached from the 
shuttle and jettisoned. The shuttle orbiter, with its human and 
instrum ental cargo, then fires up its th ru ste rs and soars the rest of the 
way to its designated orbit.

The jettisoned tank falls back to earth  on a carefully vectored  
path th a t usually sees it burn up as a spectacu lar multiple fireball on 
reentry in the Indian Ocean. Some pieces actually  reach the ocean and 
perish a s  useless debris a t the bottom of the sea. Perhaps, a billion 
years hence, space visitors to earth  will be mystified by these  
artifacts, as they they probe the dry surface of Earth  and speculate  
whether the formerly w atery planet sustained life— ju st  as we speculate  
the same way about M ars today.

A big step has now been taken to to transform  this space junk into 
working, habitable space stations. Future space historians may regard
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this decision as a milestone in the U.S. space program  if ou r plans work 
out! MAS A and the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, the 
organization  that m anages MCAR, signed a "memorandum of understanding" 
la st Monday citinq the potential uses of shuttle external tanks, the ETs 
of fu ture  launches.

The four paqe document was siqned by Richard Truly, Associate  
Adm inistrator of MASA for Space Flight, Isaak  Gillam, Assistant 
Adm inistrator of MASA for Commercial Program s and Clifford J. Murino, 
President of UCAR. It describes UCAR's plans to explore “the 
modification, maintenance and operation of external tanks in orbit with 
the ultim ate qoal beinq to lease space on board the external tanks to 
public and private sector users." It fu rther calls for exploration of 
"transferring title to or utilizing external tanks of the shuttle fleet" 
to UCAR, and to development of studies of costs, feasibility of their use 
in space. It appears possible to pressurize them for human occupancy, 
which would allow their use for scientific purposes, and even as "safe  
havens" for stranded a stro n au ts  or cosmonauts.

There are many steps still to be taken. But a dedicated group of 
about 30 scientists and engineers last week worked round the clock for 
two days exploring the scientific, engineering and m anufacturing  
facilities th a t could be mounted in these large but crude vessels, and 
how they could supplement and support the sophisticated but much smaller 
orbiting space station  now being planned. The meeting involved experts 
from MCAR, the University of Colorado and other national and 
international organizations. The group came up with a list of many 
highly im portant research and engineerinq projects for which the ETs will 
be the ideal platform. I shall speak about some of these in fu ture  
columns.

Over a ye ar ago UCAR, through its UCAR Foundation, created a new, 
private for-profit corporation called ETCo. UCAR will assign  development 
rights for the ETs to the new corporation, which will then take the steps 
needed to prepare them to support high priority experiments th a t come 
from the science community throuqh research projects like those  
envisioned a t last week's meeting. ETCO is now solicitinq private  
investment in the exciting new venture, so th a t the ETs in space can 
become not only an important ad junct to the U.S. space initiatives, but 
one th a t is maintained, financed, and produces income through the private  
sector. This is tru ly a bold new initiative in space to transform  
disposable space junk into multi-million dollar profit-yielding assets.

Apologies for the length! I wrote this for the local paper, but decided 
to share it with the Climate Club, too. I mentioned ET's also in CC 572.


